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Course Details
Aim
Participants will develop an understanding of the system administration process in the SEQTA
suite.

Target Audience
This course is aimed at IT staff, STC (School Technical Contact), SEC (School Educational
Contact), Systems administrators, Principals, Deputy Principals and e-learning staff.

Duration
The duration of this course is 2 hours.

Learning outcomes
On completion of this course, participants will understand:
•

The SEQTA system administration process

•

The Administration workspace

Australian Professional Standards for Teachers (AITSL) addressed
2.6, 4.5, 6.2

Learning pathway
This course is part of the introductory training for the SEQTA Suite. There are four courses
available at this level that form the core introduction to the SEQTA Suite and are generally
delivered during implementation:
QC101
Introduction to
curriculum

QAD101
Introduction to
Attendance
administration

QPC101
Introduction to
Pastoral care

QSYS101
Introduction to
Systems
administration

Next steps
Participants on this training course should consider completing the level 2 training course
QSYS201 Advanced Systems Administration.
In order to gain a deeper understanding of the System administration aspects of the SEQTA suite,
participants should consider completing the relevant level 2 courses.
QSYS201
Advanced
Systems
Administration
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QCU204
Academic
reporting
administration
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Manual
This level 1 training course is intended to provide an introduction and guide for the utilisation of the
administration aspects of the SEQTA Suite. It is not intended to be a stand-alone guide to the full
functionality of the SEQTA Suite. The manual may provide some suggestions about procedures
and processes. The suggestions may not be appropriate for the specific implementation of the
schools’ policies and procedures and it is therefore recommended that staff should follow their own
processes and policies where it differs from the suggestions within this manual.

Navigation
This manual is divided into chapters which are numbered 1, 2, 3 etc, subsections within the
chapters are structured as individual quick guides numbered as QG100.1, QAD101.1, etc. These
guides can be printed as individual documents or printed as an entire manual.

Use of bold and italics
Where SEQTA Suite software controls, screens and links are mentioned the text may appear in
bold or italics.

© SPS 2019
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Contact Details
Points of contact
SEQTA provides a Software-as-a-Service product to each school, which includes full software
support, and allows teachers to contact SEQTA’s service desk when they need assistance in using
the software.
Please bear in mind that in many situations schools have different workflows and utilise the
software in a specific manner to meet their school’s requirements. While SEQTA provides
exceptional support, in many cases it is quicker and more tailored to maintain a core group of
school staff who are experts in the school’s unique utilisation of the SEQTA Suite and who are
available to provide on-the-ground support to staff.
Each school is also provided with a School Relationship Manager (SRM) who is available to
nominated key contacts at the school for high-level and strategic discussions regarding the
school’s use of the SEQTA Suite.
SEQTA School
Relationship Manager

School Principal and
executive staff

SEQTA Service desk

School Education Contact

SEQTA technical services

School Technical Contact

School teaching staff

School IT staff

Client support service desk
SEQTA’s service desk is available to all school staff.
Contact details:
By phone:
By email:
Via SEQTA Teach:
Via chat:

1300 4 SEQTA (1300 4 73782)
helpdesk@seqta.com.au
The Help page, available from the Spine and the Home workspace.
Click the Live Sales Chat Online! button from the Welcome sub-page in
the Home workspace.

Operating hours:
Term 1 (Feb-Apr):
Term 2 (Apr-July):
Term 3 (July-Oct):
Term 4 (Oct-Dec):

© SPS 2019

5am to 5pm WST
6am to 5pm WST
6am to 5pm WST
5am to 5pm WST
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When communicating with the service desk, to speed up the process and response times, it is of
great help to include the following detail:
•

Your valid email address (especially when you are using a personal email address rather than
a school email address)

•

The teacher and relevant class code if applicable

•

The details of the exact query

•

Screen shots if applicable

In addition, for all Academic Report queries, please provide the following details:
•

Print the report

•

Annotate / comment on the report with detailed required changes i.e. measurements, colour,
movement of data etc.

•

Scan the report to a file

•

Create a helpdesk ticket and attach the scanned file and send the ticket to Help desk

School Relationship Manager (SRM)
Each school is appointed a SEQTA School Relationship Manager. Your SRM is there to support
each school’s unique requirements to best utilise your investment in the SEQTA Suite. The SRMs
are involved in the following processes:
•

On-call for all severity 1 incidents

•

Advising on changes to workflows for effective utilisation of the software in the school
environment

•

Liaising with the school for academic report requirements and any customisation for
correspondence and other documentation

•

Escalation channel for any support issues if required

•

Providing feedback to SEQTA development and management processes to ensure SEQTA
always meets the highest standards of support and software delivery

NOTE:

© SPS 2019

SRMs are available 24/7 for severity 1 incidents. The School Technical Contact (STC) and School
Education Contact (SEC) should have the SRM’s contact details. Please contact the SEQTA
service desk if you require contact details for your school’s SRM.
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1 System navigation
QG100.1 - Log in
The SEQTA Suite is web-based software, which means that it runs on an internet browser.
1. Open a web browser.
2. Enter the school’s SEQTA Teach domain, e.g. teach.schoolname.state.edu.au.
3. The login screen loads.
4. Enter your Username.
5. Enter your Password.
6. Click Log in.
2

© SPS 2019

4

5

6

NOTE:

For schools using Active Directory, the username and password will be the same as your normal
school login details.

NOTE:

Schools can customise the login screen with an image, a login page message and a school name.

NOTE:

Microsoft Internet Explorer is not a supported browser.
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Related quick guides
•

QG100.2 – Log out

•

QG100.3 – Navigation

© SPS 2019
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QG100.2 - Log out
1. Navigate to the Spine.
2. Click the Log out

button.

2

NOTE:

For schools using older versions of active directory authentication, logging out may not be possible
until the session ends. In this instance, close the web browser.

Related quick guides
•

QG100.1 – Log in

•

QG100.3 – Navigation

© SPS 2019
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QG100.3 - Navigation
SEQTA Teach’s design origins lie in the workflows and documents that teachers have used
successfully for many years. Much of the language of the software layout and navigation reflects
this. Navigation in SEQTA Teach works from left to right: from workspace selectors located in
the spine, to page selectors, and sometimes to sub-page selectors, e.g. Teaching workspace>
Timetable page> Traditional View sub-page, (see screenshot below).
1. The Spine: provides overarching navigation and contains the Workspace selectors that give
access workspaces relevant to the different areas of schoolwork, e.g. Teaching, Pastoral
care, and Administration. At the bottom of the spine there are buttons to access the
Knowledge Base (help) and a Log out button.
2. Page selectors: each workspace contains several pages. Some pages may appear in
multiple workspaces e.g. the Timetable page is available in both the Home and Teaching
workspaces. This panel can be collapsed and expanded as required.
3. Sub-page selectors: some pages contain sub-pages, e.g. the Timetable page contains the My
Day, My classes, Traditional View, Calendar and Student sub-pages.
4. The Page title: every page has a title, so you will always know your location.
5. The Toolbar: each page contains a toolbar, commands such as Save and Print, are in the
toolbar. Other commands are available depending on which page is selected.
6. The Main work area: comprises the area where the current page is displayed and is where
work is undertaken.
1
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7. The Student information panel (SIP): The Student Information Panel (SIP) is available from
every page of the software and gives instant access to student information, including where
applicable, contact details, emergency details, custody details and medical details as well as
providing tools to enter pastoral care records, view academic reports and timetables for
students. Buttons to the right of the Student Information Panel (SIP) enable users to move
between content. For further details refer to quick guide QG100.4 – The Student Information
Panel (SIP).

NOTE:

The page selectors panel can be collapsed and expanded as needed.

NOTE:

The Student Information Panel (SIP) can be collapsed and expanded as needed.

Related quick guides
•

QG100.4 – The Student Information Panel (SIP)

© SPS 2019
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QG100.4 - The Student Information Panel (SIP)
Located on the right-hand side of the screen is the Student Information Panel (SIP). The
Student Information Panel (SIP) consists of seven panes, six of which give access to student
information, including contact details, emergency details, custody details and medical details.
There are also tools to enter pastoral care records, view attendance history, academic reports and
timetables.
The last pane is the News pane and by default is populated with SEQTA news regarding new
release, upcoming events and training. Schools can customise the news pane and display school
specific or other information if required.
1. From anywhere in the software, click the Expand/collapse the SIP button.
1

2. Select a student.
3. Use the buttons on the right to move between the different panes.

2

3

© SPS 2019
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The General overview pane

The Medical overview pane

Displays student and contact
information. View student
alerts, custody information
and add general notes.
Standardised testing data is
also available from this pane if
school shave imported the
data into SEQTA Teach.

Displays medical and
emergency information.

© SPS 2019

The View attendance history
pane
Display historical attendance
data. Change the time range
to view more or less data.
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The Enter Pastoral care
notes pane
Enter pastoral care notes for a
student or students.

© SPS 2019

The View timetable pane
View and print a student
timetable.

The Manage student files
pane
View student academic
reports, upload files and
restricted files.
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The News pane
The news pane is populated
by SEQTA with release
information, upcoming events
and training opportunities.
This pane can be customised
by a school to display a
unique URL.

Related quick guides
•

QG100.3 – Navigation
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QG100.5 - Getting help
1. Click the Help button on the spine.
2. The Help widget loads.
3. Enter a word or phrase in the search bar.
4. Press enter or click the search button to search the Knowledge base, a list of results will load.
1

2

3

4
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5. Click a result to view the article.
6. Click the back arrow to go back to the search area.
7. Click the collapse button to hide the Help widget. Click the Help button again to reload the
widget.
8. Click the expand button to load the article in a new sub-page.
7

6
8

5

9. Close the sub-page when finished.
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10. From the Help widget, click Submit a ticket to populate a help ticket and Send to SEQTA.

10
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11. Alternatively, click Knowledge base, the full knowledge base will open in a new sub-page.
12. In the Search bar, enter a word or phrase to search the Knowledge base.
13. Click any of the category headings to expand or collapse and view the available articles.
14. Click your name and click My activities to check your tickets.
11

9

10

Related quick guides
•

QG100.2 – Log out

© SPS 2019
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QG100.6 - Commonly used icons
The Page title
Icon

Workspace

Description

Quick links

Access to other websites from the Quick links button in
SEQTA Teach.

SEQTA Community

SEQTA Community is an online forum which brings
together teachers and administrators from SEQTA
schools across Australia and the world. SEQTA
Community allows schools to make and vote on
suggestions, ask and answer questions, post guides and
tips for others, and provide feedback at the earliest
stages on new developments in the SEQTA Suite.

Create new DM (Direqt
message)

Create and send a direqt message.

User notifications

Users receive notifications based on various actions
completed in the SEQTA Suite, e.g. a student submits
an assessment, a teacher received an appointment
invitation, or a report has been generated etc.
Access, refresh and clear notifications from the profile
picture.

The Spine
Icon

Workspace

Description

Home workspace

The Home workspace is your starting point in SEQTA
Teach. From here, you can access the welcome page,
the dashboard, school notices, and help.

Teaching workspace

The Teaching workspace is for use in the classroom,
including taking attendance, preparing lessons and
assessments and marking student work.

myEdOnline workspace

The myEdOnline workspace (if enabled) gives quick
access to myEdOnline for differentiated learning.

Pastoral care workspace

From the Pastoral care workspace, you can manage
student welfare. Review students’ Pastoral care records
from the student summary, manage student plans, track
bullying incidents, and more.

Portal workspace

The Portal workspace gives you access to other websites
within SEQTA Teach. For example, your webmail or
interview booking system may be embedded.

© SPS 2019
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Icon

Workspace

Description

Administration workspace

The Administration workspace provides facilities for
administering both SEQTA and your school.
In this area, absences can be resolved, correspondence
sent to parents, accounts provisioned, and data updated.

Help

Log out
The Home workspace
Icon Page

Click the
button in the spine to access the knowledge
base and get in touch with our dedicated support team.
Click the log out button to exit SEQTA Teach.
pages and sub-pages
Sub-page / Description

Dashboard

Access to a collection of dashlets.

Direqt messages

Compose send and receive messages using Direqt
message. Direqt messages are logged in SEQTA Teach
not in an email client.

Help

Click the
button to access the knowledge base and
get in touch with our dedicated support team.

Notices

Create, edit and view school notices.

Timetable

View a teacher’s timetable. There are various timetable
views available from the sub-page selectors (see below).
My Day: My day gives teachers immediate access to
view and edit everything about their day, including lesson
content, appointments, and bookings.
My Classes: My classes display classes in a list view.
Untimetabled classes can be created in the My classes
sub-page, but not calendar classes.
Traditional view: Traditional presents only timetabled
and untimetabled classes in a block timetable view.
Calendar: Calendar shows real time placement of
classes and allows creation of calendar classes
appointments and/or events. The ability to zoom in and
out of the timetable is available in this page.
Student: Student shows the weekly view of a student’s
timetable. The zoom facility is also available in this page.

Welcome

© SPS 2019

The default Welcome or Splash page. Welcome pages
can be created by schools.
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The Teaching workspace
Icon Page
Academic reports

pages and sub-pages
Sub-page / Description
Generate, edit and archive Academic reports.
Report editor: Individual student reports (collated) can
be reviewed on this page.
Academic Summary: A snapshot of a student’s
academic results for a timetable period.
Qualitative analysis: The Qualitative page displays
detailed information about Pastoral care records for
students and staff based on time and Pastoral care type
filters. This can be used to review Pastoral care records
for cohorts of students, or to collate notes written by a staff
member.
Reporting: Select and generate reports form this page.
Report archive: The Report archive page stores and
classifies electronic files for academic reports. This may
include academic reports generated from SEQTA Teach,
or other, previous academic reports that have been
imported into SEQTA Teach. Academic reports that are
stored in the Report archive appear in the Student files
pane
in the Student Information Panel (SIP),
allowing easy access and reprinting for all staff without
requiring access to the Report archive directly.

Attendance

Roll: Take the attendance roll by clicking on the
symbol in the cell for the relevant class.
Seating plan: Attendance can also be taken from the
seating plan sub-page.

Direqt messages

Compose send and receive messages using Direqt
message. Direqt messages are logged in SEQTA Teach
not in an email client.

Folios

Students can create, edit and delete their own folios in
SEQTA Learn. Additionally, they can share folios with
teachers, parents and other student and enable access for
comments.

© SPS 2019
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Icon Page
Forums

Sub-page / Description
Where a school is using SEQTA Learn they may want to
create an online collaborative space where a teacher can
select participants in the forum, set the topic for the forum,
post relevant comments and resources and monitor the
online discussion. There are two types of forums:
•

General forums: created and managed through the
Forums page in the Teaching workspace

•

Assessment forums: created through the Overview
of assessments sub-page of the Programme page
and managed thereafter from the Forums page.

All forum discussions can include resources, and threaded
replies. Teachers can delete comments made by students
or ban students from the forum if necessary.
Marks book

There is a Marks book associated with every programme.
The Marks book is used to store assessment results and
generate academic reporting data.

Notices

Create, edit and view school notices.

Programme

Cover page: The overview or landing page of a
programme. Generally used to describe the course or
subject.
Unit planner: The Unit planner sub-page is designed as
a high-level planning tool, to map out topics, overarching
questions, and adherence to syllabus. A programme can
have multiple unit plans, which can be used in different
pathways if necessary. A unit can be defined as a period
of study that concludes with a summative assessment.
There are three aspects of developing a unit:
•

establishing the purpose of the unit

•

defining the process of teaching and learning

•

reflecting on the planning, process and impact of the
unit

Planner: The Planner sub-page provides an initial view
of the programme broken into the available weeks which is
drawn from the timetable information (except for
untimetabled classes). The Planner sub-page in this form
is ideal for going through the programme and setting out
the topics for the lesson content, with quick access to view
the relevant unit planners, the week number and dates.
Simply click in the topic field and type in the topic for the
week.

© SPS 2019
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Icon Page

Sub-page / Description
Lesson organiser: The Lesson organiser sub-page is
used to reorganise a programme or to import lessons from
other programmes.
Online lesson editor: The lesson listed in the Online
lesson editor sub-page form matched pairs with the
lessons from the Planning sub-page. It allows the
creation of separate content specifically for students and is
automatically available for them to view. Parents /
Guardians can also view this content.
Student/Guardian preview: The Student/guardian
preview sub-page displays all content in the online
lessons as it will appear in SEQTA Learn and SEQTA
Engage. This view is extremely useful for those schools
who choose not to enable masquerading permissions for
their teachers.
Overview of assessments: The Overview of
assessments sub-page lists all assessments attached to
the programme.

List of programmes

The List of programmes subpage is used to search,
view, copy and share programmes.

Timetable

View a teacher’s timetable. There are various timetable
views available (see below).
My Day: The My day sub-page gives teachers immediate
access to view and edit everything about their day,
including lesson content, appointments, and bookings.
My Classes: The My classes sub-page shows all classes
in a list view. Untimetabled classes can be created in the
My classes sub-page, but not calendar classes.
Traditional view: The Traditional sub-page presents only
timetabled and untimetabled classes in a block timetable
view.
Calendar: The Calendar sub-page shows real time
placement of classes and allows creation of calendar
classes appointments and/or events. The ability to zoom
in and out of the timetable is available in this page.
Student: The Student sub-page shows the weekly view
of a student’s timetable. The zoom facility is also available
in this page.

© SPS 2019
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The myEdOnline workspace
Icon Full name

Sub-page / Description

myEdOnline

The Pastoral care

pages

For schools who have access to myEdOnline, quests can
be accessed from this workspace.
workspace pages and sub-pages

Icon Full name

Sub-page / Description

Direqt messages

Compose send and receive messages using Direqt
message. Direqt messages are logged in SEQTA Teach
not in an email client.

Counterbullying

Bullying incidents have greater reporting requirements
than general pastoral care incidents. The Counter-bullying
page provides a scaffold for recording bullying incidents to
ensure that all relevant information can be captured easily,
as well as providing tools for analysis of bullying incidents.
Incident editor: Bullying incidents are created and edited
using the Incident Editor sub-page.
Quantitative analysis: The Quantitative sub-page
allows for numerical analysis of bullying incidents using
advanced filters based on the data collected.
Reporting: Reports applicable to bullying are available
from this sub-page.

Graduation tracker

The Graduation Tracker is a SEQTA product, which
draws data from various areas within the SEQTA Suite, to
provide a relevant summary in one space of how a student
is tracking towards graduation.
*Currently only available in WA.

Health centre

The Health centre provides tools for managing sickbay
incidents at the school and integrates with the attendance
system to allow the application of an attendance solution
for the time that a student is in sickbay.
Sickbay entry: Create and edit sickbay entries on this
sub-page. Attendance solutions can also be generated
from this sub-page.
Reporting: Reports applicable to the sick bay are
available from this sub-page.
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Icon Full name
Student goals

Sub-page / Description
The Student goals page provides a general space for
inter-disciplinary goal setting and pastoral care which
schools can use flexibly for their purposes.
Goal manager: Create, edit and manage student goals.
Student goals can be made visible to students who use
SEQTA Learn and, when visible, some goals can be
edited and maintained directly by the students. Student
goals are set each calendar year and are initiated by staff.
Academic Summary: A snapshot of a student’s
academic results for a timetable period.
In brief: The In brief sub-page provides a summarised
view of a single student’s pastoral care, correspondence
and academic information. It is designed to provide a
high-level ‘quick overview’ of a student within the school
community, including the amount of correspondence that
has been generated, e.g. to the parents regarding the
student. Time ranges can be selected to show more or
less information.
In detail: The In detail sub-page provides full access to
the details of all Pastoral care records entered for an
individual student for a specified date range.

Student plans

© SPS 2019

A student plan is put in place to support students with
specific needs in the school environment. This may be
due to, for example, attendance rates, learning difficulties,
medical conditions, or behavioural problems. A student
plan supports staff in responding to, and accommodating,
a student’s requirements. Different schools may have
different student plans and different approaches to
supporting their students.
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Icon Full name
Student summary

Sub-page / Description
The Student summary page is used to view pastoral care
information including Pastoral care records of students.
In brief: The In brief sub-page provides a summarised
view of a single student’s pastoral care, correspondence
and academic information. It is designed to provide a
high-level ‘quick overview’ of a student within the school
community, including the amount of correspondence that
has been generated, e.g. to the parents regarding the
student. Time ranges can be selected to show more or
less information.
Academic Summary: A snapshot of a student’s
academic results for a timetable period.
In detail: The In detail sub-page provides full access to
the details of all Pastoral care records entered for an
individual student for a specified date range.
Quantitative analysis: The Quantitative analysis subpage provides extremely powerful tools for analysing both
pastoral care records and traits (see section on traits for
further information). The Quantitative analysis sub-page
is integral to the pastoral care follow-up process.
Qualitative analysis: The Qualitative analysis subpage displays detailed information about Pastoral care
records for students and staff based on time and pastoral
care type filters. This can be used to review Pastoral care
records for cohorts of students, or to collate notes written
by a particular staff member.
Correspondence log: The Correspondence log subpage provides users with the tools to search for and view
any correspondence issued through the software relating
to a student.
Network history: The Cyberhound software offers a
range of web filtering and reporting tools. SEQTA
integrates with Cyberhound (formally known as Netbox
Blue) to allow the Network history, Social media, and
Admin settings to be accessed through SEQTA.
Social media: As Network history.
Timetable: View a student’s timetable.
Reporting: Reports applicable to pastoral care are
available from this sub-page.
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The Portal workspace
Icon Full name
Portals

The Administration workspace
Icon Full name
Academic reports

Sub-page / Description
Pages set by the school which could be internal
communication pages, e.g. Music department, or Cricket
team, or embedded views of other websites, e.g. library
catalogue, school website.
pages and sub-pages
Sub-page / Description
Generate, edit and archive Academic reports.
Report editor: Individual student reports (collated) can
be reviewed on this page.
Academic Summary: A snapshot of a student’s
academic results for a timetable period.
Qualitative analysis: The Qualitative page displays
detailed information about Pastoral care records for
students and staff based on time and Pastoral care type
filters. This can be used to review Pastoral care records
for cohorts of students, or to collate notes written by a staff
member.
Reporting: Select and generate reports form this page.
Report archive: The Report archive page stores and
classifies electronic files for academic reports. This may
include academic reports generated from SEQTA Teach,
or other, previous academic reports that have been
imported into SEQTA Teach. Academic reports that are
stored in the Report archive appear in the Student files
pane
in the Student Information Panel (SIP),
allowing easy access and reprinting for all staff without
requiring access to the Report archive directly.
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Icon Full name
Application settings

Sub-page / Description
Application settings are used to configure the SEQTA
Suite to meet a school's policies and processes. There
are a wide range of application settings available. These
settings can be accessed from the Application Settings
page on the Site settings sub-page.
Application settings: Application settings are used to
configure the SEQTA Suite to meet a school's policies and
processes. There are a wide range of application settings
available. These settings can be accessed from the
Application Settings page on the Site settings subpage.
Media integration: Web-based media can be integrated
into content using the macro insert tool. This includes
media providers such as YouTube, Vimeo, TED etc.
Schools may want to consider whether such sites are
made available to students, if teachers use embedded
content it is desirable for students to be able to access it
on the school network.
Branding settings: It’s possible to configure separate
background images for each of the four main applications
in the SEQTA Suite (SEQTA Engage, SEQTA Learn,
SEQTA Teach, and SEQTA Tutor). For each, multiple
backgrounds can be added; one will be selected at
random each time the login page is shown.
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Icon Full name
Attendance administration

Sub-page / Description
Manage all aspects of attendance.
Day by day: The Day-by-day sub-page is intended to
provide an easy way in which to identify students who
Absentee SMSes: Send absentee SMSes to parents /
guardians informing them of an absence.
Attendance manager: The Attendance manager subpage allows for processing of attendance in any form,
including future attendance, resolutions for multiple
students, as well as recurring absences.
Attendance undo: Used to revert an attendance
resolution that has been processed in error.
Tutorial queue: Once tutorials are scheduled and saved
in SEQTA Tutor the tutorial times proposed for the
students become available to attendance administrators in
the Tutorial queue sub-page. Here they can be
authorised or denied.
Reporting: Reports applicable to pastoral care are
available from this sub-page.
Type manager: When SEQTA Teach is implemented, a
default set of attendance types will be available for use.
These attendance types will cover nearly all scenarios for
attendance recording and reporting. Occasionally,
schools may require additional attendance types to meet
specific reporting requirements or may need to edit the
types to meet their specific needs.

Booking management

Administration: The Booking management page is used
to add and manage bookable items and assign them to
categories. Additionally, it is possible to print summary
reports of the items in the system.
Reporting: There are two reports booking reports
available the Item details list (CSV) and Summary of
categories and items (CSV).

Connected apps
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The Connected Apps page allows schools to enable or
disable connected apps once they have been setup to
integrate with SEQTA.
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Icon Full name
Correspondence

Sub-page / Description
Send SMSes: This page is used to create and generate
SMS messages.
Send Letters: This page is used to create and generate
Letters.
Send Emails: This page is used to create and generate
Emails.
Send Direqt Messages: This page is used to create and
generate Direqt messages.
Export: Export correspondence logs for further analysis
in Excel.
Correspondence log: The Correspondence log subpage provides users with the tools to search for and view
any correspondence issued through the software relating
to a student.

Curriculum setup

Course types: Course Types play a key role in
determining what data can be entered into the Marks Book
as well as the calculation used to determine results such
as the 'Overall Grade'. Create and manage course types
from this page.
Reporting syllabus: Create and manage reporting
syllabus sets. Once a set has been enabled for a
Programme the syllabus will appear in the Reporting
section of the Marks book.
Report templates: Report templates provide the columns
and input methods for teachers to record the affective
attributes relating to a student’s achievement in their
course, i.e. in addition to their pure academic results).
Value templates: Values reports consist of affectives and
their linked explanations. There is no restriction of the
data values that can be inserted when writing a values
report.
Comment bank: Used to import or export comments.

Dashboard management

Manage the availability of dashlets in SEQTA Teach,
SEQTA Learn, SEQTA Engage and SEQTA Tutor.

Data management

The Data management page allows school administrators
to view, edit and delete data stored in the school's SEQTA
Database. This page is primarily used by school's that use
SEQTA as their admin system and for entering staff and
student usernames.
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Icon Full name

Sub-page / Description

Direqt messages

Compose send and receive messages using Direqt
message. Direqt messages are logged in SEQTA Teach
not in an email client.

Network administration

Blocked activity: View student activity tracked by the
Cyberhound integration.
Whitelist URL: As Blocked activity.

Permission management

Manage user groups and permissions.

Portal management

Create and manage portals.

School documents

Upload, delate and manage the availability of School
documents in SEQTA Learn and SEQTA Engage.

Standardised testing
management

Manage the setup and import of standardised testing data.

Student group management

Create and manage simple and advanced Student groups
for use across the SEQTA Suite.

Syllabus management

Manage syllabus: Install, activate and de-activate
syllabus sets.
Reporting syllabus: Create and manage reporting
syllabus sets. Once a set has been enabled for a
Programme the syllabus will appear in the Reporting
section of the Marks book.

Timetable management

Edit timetables: Create classes and place them on the
timetable.
Manage student classes: Enrol and unenrol students
from classes.
Cycle/period setup: Create timetable structures.
Manage days: Assign teaching days, weeks and terms.
Manage sync: Create and manage sync query sets.

Unit planner administration

Curriculum mapping: Generate Curriculum mappings
reports.
Manage unit planner templates: Create and manage
Unit Planner templates.

User management

Account manager: Provision user accounts, send
welcome emails and revoke access.
Reporting: Generate Login history report.
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The Student Information Panel (SIP)
Icon Full name

Sub-page / Description

General overview

On the right-hand side of the screen is the Student
Information Panel (SIP). The Student Information
Panel (SIP) gives you immediate access to all the most
important information about a student, including custody
information, emergency contacts, and more.

Medical overview

View a student’s medical details.

View attendance history

View a student’s historical attendance details in period or
time-based view.

Enter Pastoral care records

Enter a Pastoral care record.

View timetable

View and print a student’s timetable.

Manage student files

Add, view and deleted student files such as academic
reports and Naplan results.

News

SEQTA news, upcoming events and release notes.

Activity
1. Login to the training site.
2. Collapse and expand the SIP.
3. Select a student and view their attendance details for the last three months.
4. Search for help on “Marking the roll”.
5. Log out.
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2 System Administration Overview
2.1 The SEQTA Suite
The SEQTA Suite is an all-in-one teaching and learning ecosystem that enables teachers,
students, and parents/guardians to work together in an interactive, supportive online community.
The SEQTA Suite allows teachers to carry out all their teaching and administrative tasks through a
single interface. The software, modelled on teachers’ actual documentation and workflows,
provides unprecedented efficiency while creating a highly collaborative teaching and learning
environment.
However, the SEQTA Suite does not provide complete school administration or financial account
functionality. These functions are often performed using other software systems such as
SchoolPRO2, Synergetic or MAZE. An external administrative system can be synchronised to
provide information to the SEQTA Suite. It is important to be aware of which system is the “point of
truth” for what data in your school.

2.2 SEQTA Suite modules
The core application is SEQTA Teach, which is nearly always synchronised to the school’s
administration system. Therefore, the data relating to students and parents/guardians only needs
to be entered and maintained in one place.

Learn
Analyse

Engage

SEQTA
Teach
Notices

Tutor

Mobile
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2.3 How to access the SEQTA Suite modules
The majority of the SEQTA Suite modules are accessible through a web browser. Some of the
SEQTA Suite modules are available across multiple platforms such as SEQTA Learn and SEQTA
Engage. Others are run through dedicated apps such as SEQTA Kiosk.
Web

App (Android)

App (iOS)

SEQTA Learn

SEQTA Learn

SEQTA Learn

SEQTA Engage

SEQTA Engage

SEQTA Engage

SEQTA Teach

SEQTA Tutor
SEQTA Mobile
SEQTA Notices
SEQTA Analyse
SEQTA Kiosk

2.4 Supported Browsers
The SEQTA Suite is a set of web applications which run entirely through a web-browser, e.g.
Firefox, Chrome, Safari, Internet Explorer etc., with no downloading or installation of software on
any client machine.
Due to the cutting-edge nature of the applications, older browsers may not run the software
correctly. SEQTA maintains a list of currently supported browsers. The browsers currently fully
supported at the date of this document are:
•

Mozilla Firefox stable and ESR. At the time of release, this is Firefox 55.0.2.

•

Google Chrome stable. At the time of release, this is Chrome 60.0.3112.

•

Apple Safari stable. At the time of release, this is Safari 10.1.2.

•

Microsoft Edge stable. At the time of release, this is Edge 40.15063.

2.4.1

Why are Chrome and Firefox for iOS not supported?

Because of restrictions Apple places on developers, Chrome and Firefox on iOS are effectively just
rebranded Safari browsers, but with a few additional limitations. For this reason, we do not support
any browser on iOS other than Safari.
The SEQTA Suite can be used on any device that can browse the web. There may be some small
differences in functionality depending on hardware features, e.g. touchscreen and software and
operating system versions.
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2.5 The administration process
Most of the management of the school’s instance of the SEQTA Suite occurs in the
Administration Workspace of SEQTA Teach.
The schools SEQTA Suite System Administrator’s objective includes the identification of all
available data settings, system settings and permissions management of all users. The main steps
of the system administrators are as follows:
1. Provisioning of server for SEQTA Suite.
2. Automated installation of the OS (Ubuntu Linux operating system) and the setup of the SEQTA
Suite software. The installation media is provided by SEQTA.
3. Setup of the internal and external DNS entries and firewall rules.
4. Provisioning users and managing permissions and user access.
5. Provide details for connection to authentication and administration systems.
6. Understanding synchronisation process.
7. Notifying SEQTA during power outages due to upgrades etc.

When first rolling out the SEQTA Suite at your school, there are many settings that can be
configured to your school’s specific policies and processes. For assistance with the initial set-up
please contact your SEQTA School Relationship Manager (SRM) through the SEQTA service desk
to discuss your school's requirements.
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3 The Administration Workspace
The Administration workspace is a collection of sub-pages containing options that can be
customised to meet the requirements of your school.

Icon Full name
Academic reports

Sub-page / Description
Generate, edit and archive Academic reports.
Report editor: Individual student reports (collated) can
be reviewed on this page.
Academic Summary: A snapshot of a student’s
academic results for a timetable period.
Qualitative analysis: The Qualitative page displays
detailed information about Pastoral care records for
students and staff based on time and Pastoral care type
filters. This can be used to review Pastoral care records
for cohorts of students, or to collate notes written by a staff
member.
Reporting: Select and generate reports form this page.
Report archive: The Report archive page stores and
classifies electronic files for academic reports. This may
include academic reports generated from SEQTA Teach,
or other, previous academic reports that have been
imported into SEQTA Teach. Academic reports that are
stored in the Report archive appear in the Student files
pane
in the Student Information Panel (SIP),
allowing easy access and reprinting for all staff without
requiring access to the Report archive directly.

Application settings

Application settings are used to configure the SEQTA
Suite to meet a school's policies and processes. There
are a wide range of application settings available. These
settings can be accessed from the Application Settings
page on the Site settings sub-page.
Application settings: Application settings are used to
configure the SEQTA Suite to meet a school's policies and
processes. There are a wide range of application settings
available. These settings can be accessed from the
Application Settings page on the Site settings subpage.
Media integration: Web-based media can be integrated
into content using the macro insert tool. This includes
media providers such as YouTube, Vimeo, TED etc.
Schools may want to consider whether such sites are
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Icon Full name

Sub-page / Description
made available to students, if teachers use embedded
content it is desirable for students to be able to access it
on the school network.
Branding settings: It’s possible to configure separate
background images for each of the four main applications
in the SEQTA Suite (SEQTA Engage, SEQTA Learn,
SEQTA Teach, and SEQTA Tutor). For each, multiple
backgrounds can be added; one will be selected at
random each time the login page is shown.

Attendance administration

Manage all aspects of attendance.
Day by day: The Day-by-day sub-page is intended to
provide an easy way in which to identify students who
Absentee SMSes: Send absentee SMSes to parents /
guardians informing them of an absence.
Attendance manager: The Attendance manager subpage allows for processing of attendance in any form,
including future attendance, resolutions for multiple
students, as well as recurring absences.
Attendance undo: Used to revert an attendance
resolution that has been processed in error.
Tutorial queue: Once tutorials are scheduled and saved
in SEQTA Tutor the tutorial times proposed for the
students become available to attendance administrators in
the Tutorial queue sub-page. Here they can be
authorised or denied.
Reporting: Reports applicable to pastoral care are
available from this sub-page.
Type manager: When SEQTA Teach is implemented, a
default set of attendance types will be available for use.
These attendance types will cover nearly all scenarios for
attendance recording and reporting. Occasionally,
schools may require additional attendance types to meet
specific reporting requirements or may need to edit the
types to meet their specific needs.

Booking management

Administration: The Booking management page is used
to add and manage bookable items and assign them to
categories. Additionally, it is possible to print summary
reports of the items in the system.
Reporting: There are two reports booking reports
available the Item details list (CSV) and Summary of
categories and items (CSV).
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Icon Full name

Sub-page / Description

Connected apps

The Connected Apps page allows schools to enable or
disable connected apps once they have been setup to
integrate with SEQTA.

Correspondence

Send SMSes: This page is used to create and generate
SMS messages.
Send Letters: This page is used to create and generate
Letters.
Send Emails: This page is used to create and generate
Emails.
Send Direqt Messages: This page is used to create and
generate Direqt messages.
Export: Export correspondence related data for further
analysis in Excel.
Correspondence log: The Correspondence log subpage provides users with the tools to search for and view
any correspondence issued through the software relating
to a student.

Curriculum setup

Course types: Course Types play a key role in
determining what data can be entered into the Marks Book
as well as the calculation used to determine results such
as the 'Overall Grade'. Create and manage course types
from this page.
Reporting syllabus: Create and manage reporting
syllabus sets. Once a set has been enabled for a
Programme the syllabus will appear in the Reporting
section of the Marks book.
Report templates: Report templates provide the columns
and input methods for teachers to record the affective
attributes relating to a student’s achievement in their
course, i.e. in addition to their pure academic results).
Value templates: Values reports consist of affectives and
their linked explanations. There is no restriction of the
data values that can be inserted when writing a values
report.
Comment bank: Used to import or export comments.

Dashboard management

Manage the availability of dashlets in SEQTA Teach,
SEQTA Learn, SEQTA Engage and SEQTA Tutor.

Data management

The Data management page enables school
administrators to view, edit and delete data stored in the
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Icon Full name

Sub-page / Description
school's SEQTA Database. This page is primarily used by
school's that use SEQTA as their admin system.

School documents

Upload, delate and manage the availability of School
documents in SEQTA Learn and SEQTA Engage.

Student group
management

Create and manage simple and advanced Student groups
for use across the SEQTA Suite.

Network administration

Blocked activity: View student activity tracked by the
Cyberhound integration.
Whitelist URL: As Blocked activity.

Permission management

Manage user groups and permissions.

Portal management

Create and manage portals.

Standardised testing
management

Manage the setup and import of standardised testing data.

Syllabus management

Manage syllabus: Install, activate and de-activate
syllabus sets.
Reporting syllabus: Create and manage reporting
syllabus sets. Once a set has been enabled for a
Programme the syllabus will appear in the Reporting
section of the Marks book.

Timetable management

Edit timetables: Create classes and place them on the
timetable.
Manage student classes: Enrol and unenrol students
from classes.
Cycle/period setup: Create timetable structures.
Manage days: Assign teaching days, weeks and terms.
Manage sync: Create and manage sync query sets.

Unit planner
administration

Curriculum mapping: Generate Curriculum mappings
reports.
Manage unit planner templates: Create and manage
Unit Planner templates.

User management

Account manager: Provision user accounts, send
welcome emails and revoke access.
Reporting: Generate Login history report.

Icon Full name
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3.1. Application settings
Application settings are used to configure the SEQTA Suite to meet a school's policies and
processes. There is a wide range of application settings available. These settings can be
accessed from the Application Settings page on the Site settings sub-page.
3.1.1. Default settings
When a new instance of the SEQTA Suite is rolled out for a school, most of the settings are set to
default status. Schools should review all the available settings in conjunction with their School
Relationship Manager (SRM), and update them to meet their specific policies, processes and
requirements.
3.1.2. Non-configurable settings
There are some settings in the SEQTA Suite that can only be changed by SEQTA staff, this is to
ensure that schools get the best software experience. These settings may rely on other parts of
the SEQTA Suite being enabled, such as SMS. Where you need to change a setting and there is
no method to do so within the software interface, please contact the SEQTA service desk for
advice and assistance.
3.1.3. Configurable settings
Configurable settings are those settings that can be changed by school staff from the Application
settings sub-page if they have the relevant permissions.
There are numerous Site settings that can be managed by a school to customise the users’
experience of the SEQTA Suite and to ensure that it is aligned with school policy and intended use.
These settings range from what statistical data to display to students and parents/guardians, what
date range of pastoral care information to display and what the default email address for the
SEQTA suite will be.
Site settings are logically grouped into relevant categories; users can also search for a specific Site
setting using the Search bar. Some settings appear in multiple categories while settings in the
Global category apply to all products in the SEQTA Suite. The following settings are available.

Category

Setting

Global

Login page message
Curriculum and Marksbook
Forums
Google Drive
Kiosk
Cyberhound
Notifications
Password recovery
Browser session timeout
Synergetic integration
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Overdue assessments
Dropbox key
Default “from” email address
SEQTA Feedback extra email recipients
Folios
MyEdOnline IQP
OneDrive application id
Teach

Academic values
Assessments
Assessment stats
Attendance
Calendar events / appointments
Calendar classes
Correspondence
Global
Analytics and tracking
Sickbay observations
Sickbay treatments
Student plans
Marksbook
Messaging
Messaging recipients
Notices
Pastoral display range
Pastoral care steps / levels
Reports
SIP
School settings
Pastoral alerts
Forum greeting
Catholic Education Melbourne eNumber

Learn

Assessments
Assessment stats
Branding
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Calendar events
Messaging
Messaging recipients
Misc
Pages
Pastoral care steps / levels
Timetable
Analytics and tracking
Engage

Assessments
Assessment stats
Branding
Calendar events
Messaging
Messaging recipients
Misc
Pages
Pastoral care steps / levels
Timetable
Analytics and tracking

Tutor

Analytics and tracking
SIP
Messaging
Messaging recipients
Misc

NOTE:
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It is advisable for a school representative to go through the components of the Application settings
page, to become familiar with the site setting customisations that are available, and those they
may want to make use of in their school environment.
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3.2. Attendance administration
When SEQTA Teach is implemented, a default set of attendance types will be available for use.
These attendance types will cover nearly all scenarios for attendance recording and reporting.
Occasionally, schools may require additional attendance types to meet specific reporting
requirements or may need to edit the existing types to meet specific needs.
Editing and creation of attendance types is managed through the Type manager sub-page in the
Attendance administration page.

NOTE:

When editing attendance types, particular care must be made to ensure that attendance types
meet legislative reporting requirements. If you require advice or assistance, please contact the
SEQTA service desk. SEQTA recommends that consultation with your SEQTA School
Relationship Manager (SRM) takes place prior to editing the attendance types.

NOTE:

When editing an existing attendance type, changes made will also affect existing attendance
solutions using that attendance type.

The general guide to attendance type icons is:
Red: indicates an absence
Red with envelope: indicates a resolved (explained) absence
Blue: indicates counted as present
Blue with green: indicates the student is present on campus
Blue with orange: indicates the student is present off campus
Category

Attendance icon

Description

Unresolved
An absence that has not yet been
resolved. This is counted in
astudent’s absence tally.

Unresolved absence
Unresolved Late
Staff to advise
Absent

Resolved – absent
An absence that has received
adequate explanation through
appropriate channels. These
absences are counted in a
student’s absence tally.

Approved absence
Late to school
Medical
Parent contact
Resolved absence
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Category

Attendance icon

Description
Truant
Unapproved absence

Resolved – present
In-class
An absence (not in scheduled
class) that has been sanctioned by
the school and does not count
towards a student’s absence tally.

Present
Late to class
Educational activity
Sick bay
Music lesson
Tutor
Tag
In transit
Tag Out of Class
Alternate programme
Camp
Educational activity (off campus)
Excursion
Suspended (Internal)
Suspended (External)
Remove existing attendance
N/A Not required to attend
Exempted
Withdrawn

NOTE:
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Schools can either create their own attendance types or edit the existing attendance types.
Schools should consult with their SRM before undertaking any changes to attendance types.
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NOTE:

The attendance icons are visible on a Teachers roll page. Scroll to the bottom of a teachers roll to
see an explanation of the attendance types.

1. Navigate to the Administration workspace.
2. Click the Attendance administration page.
3. Click the Type manager sub-page.
4. The list of current attendance types will display.
5

6

5. Click an attendance type to open the Edit attendance type dialog and make amendments.
6. Click the New type button in the toolbar to create a new attendance type.
7. Complete the fields as required:
Code

Unique identifier.

Label

A unique name for the attendance type that appears to the user.

Icon

Select from the available icons. Note the colour coding of attendance
types for attendance status.

Explanation

Displays below the label to provide further information regarding
correct usage of the attendance type.

Active

Whether or not the attendance type is currently in use.

Considered present

Determines whether attendance of this type is considered as a
presence or absence.

Resolved

Determines whether further follow-up is required for explanation.
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On campus

Specified whether the activity the attendance type relates to occurs
on or off campus.

Authorised

Is this attendance type authorised.

In class

Whether the attendance type considers the student is in class.

Late to school

Does the attendance constitute a ‘late’ on a student’s record?

Absentee SMS

Specifies whether attendance of this type should trigger an SMS to be
sent.

Attributes

Allows certain parameters to be attributed with the attendance type
for reporting purposes.

Reporting codes

Determines how the attendance type maps to government attendance
reporting exports.

Available in Kiosk

Whether the attendance type is available in SEQTA Kiosk.

Campus based

For SEQTA Kiosk tagging attendance types, determines whether the
tag in/out is for the campus, or if ‘no’ allows class tag in/out.

Removes existing

For SEQTA Kiosk attendance types, should only be Yes for classbased tag out.

Tag type in

Determines whether the attendance type can be used to tag in using
SEQTA Kiosk.

Tag in range

Allows an attendance type to only show on SEQTA Kiosk for tagging
in within a specified time.

Tag type out

Determines whether the attendance type can be used to tag out using
SEQTA Kiosk.

Tag out range

Allows an attendance type to only show on SEQTA Kiosk for tagging
out within a specified time.
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5

8. Click Save. The attendance type will be updated. When editing an existing attendance type,
any attendance data already in the system will be updated to meet the new specifications.

3.3. Correspondence
The Correspondence page provides full functionality for all correspondence types, including the
ability to generate letters for relevant recipients based on pastoral care notes or attendance events
(meeting specified parameters), and use data fields to merge applicable information.
Correspondence can be generated as:
• SMSes

Providing the school has an integrated SMS gateway set up

• Letters

Automatically adds in the recipient’s postal details, and generate as a
PDF document for printing; cohort groupings (rollgroup, house etc).

• Emails

Send to the recipient’s specified email address and logged in the
Correspondence log in SEQTA Teach.

• Direqt messages

Send to the recipient’s direqt message inbox in SEQTA Teach, SEQTA
Learn or SEQTA Engage. Students and guardians must have SEQTA
Learn and SEQTA Engage access in order to use direqt messages.

3.3.1. Correspondence modes
The correspondence modes determine what data the correspondence page can access, and what
data can be drawn into the correspondence content. There are four modes:
• Plain message

No data sets available for inserting data/fields. Content is only what is
typed in. Allows staff recipients.

• Basic student data

Allows student information such as name, guardian details, address,
cohort groupings (rollgroup, house etc).
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• Attendance data

Allows access to student attendance data, enabling creation of presets
to draw specific attendance parameters into correspondence where
specified conditions are met. Used with student data. For example,
absentee notifications, camp or excursion updates.

• Pastoral care data

Allows access to pastoral care note data, enabling creation of presets
to draw specific pastoral care parameters into correspondence where
specified conditions are met. Used with student data. For example,
detention notifications, awards notifications, communication requests.

NOTE:

Staff can only be recipients when the ‘Plain message’ mode is selected.

3.3.2. The correspondence process
1. Navigate to the Administration workspace.
2. Click the Correspondence page.
3. Click the required sub-page, e.g. Send emails.
4. Select the mode.
5. Select the recipients from the Send to dropdown, e.g. Students, Guardians or Both.
6. Enter the Subject.
7. Enter the Reply-to address if required.
8. Type the content of the correspondence.
9. Content can be saved as a template by entering a name in the Name field and clicking the
Save button.
10. Click the Preview button to see a sample.
11. Click the Process button to issue the correspondence.
5
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3.4. Curriculum setup
The Curriculum sub-page is used to manage all aspects of the curriculum. Below are some of the
items that can be managed.
3.4.1. Course Type
Course types are used to determine which calculations are used in the Marks book calculated
grade and the calculated %. Additionally, they can be used to create custom fields that will appear
as additional columns in the reporting section, e.g. Exam mark.
3.4.2. Report Template
Report Templates are used to specify which affectives are available in the reporting section of the
Marks book and whether the comments or requires interview options are enabled.
3.4.3. School Values Template
The values template is used to manage the affectives available through the school values. This
includes specifying the allowed values and a description of those values.

3.5. Dashboard management
The Dashboard is available in SEQTA Teach, SEQTA Learn, SEQTA Engage and SEQTA Tutor.
The dashboard consists of Dashlets, the availability and visibility of these may be set through the
Dashboard management page in SEQTA Teach.
1. Navigate to the Administration workspace.
2. Click the Dashboard management page.
3. Set the status of the dashlet by clicking the relevant dropdown under SEQTA Teach, SEQTA
Learn, SEQTA Engage or SEQTA Tutor.
Required

The dashlet is always present on the Dashboard page, users cannot remove or
hide the dashlet.

Available

The dashlet is available and users can choose whether or not to display it.

Unavailable

The dashlet is not available to users.

Lock icon

The dashlet is not allowed for users.
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5

6

4. A configure
button appears for all dashlets. This enables schools to control certain
elements of the dashlet, e.g. most dashlets can display a banner message for different
audiences.
a.

SEQTA Learn displayed message or SEQTA Engage displayed message: text entered
into the Displayed message field will appear in the dashlet header in SEQTA Learn or
SEQTA Engage.

5. Some dashlets have additional options, e.g the Unresolved Absences dashlet.
a.

SEQTA Learn age before shown or SEQTA Engage age before shown: unresolved
absences must be at least as many days old as indicated. A value of 1 means that the
absences must have occurred yesterday or before. A value of 2 means that the absences
must be two days old or earlier.
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5

6

6. Click the Save button.
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3.6. Data management
The Data management page enables the school's SEQTA Administrators to view, edit and delete
the data stored in some of the tables in the school's SEQTA Database.

NOTE:

Schools with external Administration systems, such a MAZE and Synergetic, should not directly
edit records in SEQTA as these will be overwritten. Rather, the required changes should be made
in the school's administration system which will then update into SEQTA when a Sync is run.

3.6.1. Edit a component entry
1. Navigate to the Administration workspace.
2. Click the Data management page.
3. Click a component from the left-hand side.
4. Click an entry to edit or click Add Record from the toolbar to add a new entry.
5. Make the appropriate changes and click the Save button.
6

5

Component

Description

Origin

Campuses

Student, staff and tutor records must each be
assigned to a campus. Staff and tutor records
can be assigned to more than one campus, while
a student cannot.

Generally
synchronised data

Schools that only have one campus must still
have the campus set for the required component
(i.e. student, staff and tutors). In cases such as
this, there will be once campus only. In most
cases the campus will be named "Whole school".
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Component

Description

Origin

Comment Bank

The comment bank is used to store comments
which can then be used in reports (both for
subjects and school values) and assessments.

Data provided by
SEQTA

The comment bank is particularly useful in cases
where the same comments are re-used on
multiple reports or assessments. The comment
bank can also be used to assist with the proofing
process.
Contact types

Used to create the relationship between the
student and (usually) the contact. Can also be
used for non-personal contact types such as
Dept of Child Protection or other child support
services.

Created by school

Cut-off templates

Cut-off templates are useful in situations where
different departments use different cut-offs. The
template can be selected through the Edit
marks book settings pop-up, the cut-offs are at
programme level and will overwrite cut-offs
specified in the course type and site settings.

Created by school

Departments

Generally used for curriculum areas within the
school, such as Maths, English, Humanities, etc.,
but can also be used for areas such as
Maintenance. Both Staff and Subjects can have
a Department link.

Generally
synchronised data

Families

This only has relevance to the Sync process. It
is a way to identify a discrimination field in data
coming from the admin system.

Data provided by
SEQTA

Guardians

Schools that do not have an external
administration system will need to create
guardians directly in SEQTA Teach through the
Data management page.

Generally
synchronised data

Houses

Each student can be assigned to a single house. Generally
By default, each house can be assigned only one synchronised data
Coordinator. The field "Coordinator salutation"
can be used to over-write the default coordinator
that is selected (in the "Coordinator" field).

Message of the day

Messages of the day are displayed on the
Dashboard in the SEQTA suite.

Data provided by
SEQTA

Organisations

Manage external organisations such as bodies
who administer standardised testing.

Data provided by
SEQTA
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Component

Description

Origin

Pastoral Care types

The SEQTA suite comes with a default set of
pastoral care types such as Detention and
Award. Schools can edit these or create
additional pastoral types.

Created by school

The information in the pastoral care type
determines what options are available for
selection when creating a Pastoral care note and
when viewing pastoral care notes through the
Student summary pages.
Quick links

Quick links are displayed in the bottom-left
corner in SEQTA Teach directly above the help
icon.

Created by school

Religions

Default list of religions. Records can be added
and deleted.

Data provided by
SEQTA

Report types

Report types are used to categorise reporting
data within the same timetable period (e.g.
Interim 1, Semester 1, Interim 2, Semester 2).
These can be hidden when not in use to prevent
teachers from entering data under the incorrect
reporting period

Created by school

Rolls

By default, each roll can be assigned only one
Coordinator.

Generally
synchronised data

Rooms

Information on rooms is synchronised from the
schools administration system.

Generally
synchronised data

Schools

The student record keeps a list of Previous
school, Last year's school, Current school and
Subsequent school. Some of the reports that
governments ask for require this data.

Data provided by
SEQTA

Staff

List of staff, records can be edited depending on
synchronisation configuration.

Generally
synchronised data

Student <-> Guardian

Manage the link between student and contact
(contact is usually a parent or guardian).
Records can be edited depending on
synchronisation configuration.

Generally
synchronised data

Students

List of students, records can be edited
depending on synchronisation configuration.

Generally
synchronised data

Sub-schools

Sub-school is used to categorise years into
groups. Examples:

Generally
synchronised data
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•

Primary (years 1 - 6)

•

Middle (years 7 - 10)
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Component

Description
•

Subjects

Origin

Senior (years 11 12)

Subjects are linked to classes. Typically, these
are drawn from the school's timetabling system

Generally
synchronised data

List of syllabus subgroup /strand content.

Data provided by
SEQTA

List of syllabus records that are currently
delivered at a school.

Data provided by
SEQTA

Term <-> Report

Controls the grade distribution in SEQTA Learn
and SEQTA Engage from reporting data.

Data provided by
SEQTA

Traits

Traits allow teachers to record information on a
variety of things for example 'uniform', or,
'Prepared’. Traits are entered through the
Attendance roll page, for this option to be
available the Traits button needs to be toggled
on.

Created by school

Tutors

List of external tutors.

Created by school

Unit Planner
Concepts

List of Unit planner concepts.

Data provided by
SEQTA

Years

List of years. Assign a staff member to a year
group to identify them as the year coordinator.

Generally
synchronised data

Syllabus areas
Syllabus content
Syllabus items
Syllabus sets
Syllabus versions
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3.7. Permissions
Setting up the permission groups and the permission matrix will control staff access to various
features of SEQTA Teach. When first commissioned, your SEQTA Teach site will have a default
set of groups with default permissions. The schools SEQTA administrator can amend this to suit
your school’s environment.
The permissions system is the control mechanism and gives schools complete control over who
can access various functions and data sets within SEQTA Teach. Role-based groups can be setup and the various permissions can be assigned to these groups. Each staff member can then be
allocated to one or more permission groups.
The permissions system is group based and is modelled on role functions undertaken in schools.
The permissions function is cumulative. Where one user has multiple functions as a teacher,
pastoral carer and department head, this user should be assigned to all three groups. This user
will receive the permissions for all three groups.
New staff need to be added to the correct Permission groups before they can access areas of
SEQTA Teach. It is recommended that schools print the permissions and groups, as this will give
a more convenient overview of the structure.
3.7.1. List of default permission groups
A list of default groups and an overview of their role functions are outlined in the table below.
Permission group name

Permission granted overview

Administrator

All permissions granted

Attendance administrator All permissions for managing attendance
Basic access

Basic read access to the system, and ability to enter pastoral
care notes

Chaplain/Pastoral care
officer

Access to the pastoral care system, but limited access to
academic and attendance information

Department head

Teacher access plus administrator rights in the curriculum
areas.

Executive

Most permissions granted

Nurse

Access to pastoral care and attendance records, including
access to restricted files and records.

Office administrator

Access to general administrative teaks.

Pastoral care officer

General teacher access plus rights to view restricted field and
records.

Psychologist

General teacher access plus rights to view restricted field and
records.

Relief teacher

Access to mark rolls, view lesson plans and enter pastoral
care notes.

Teacher

Access to all teaching tasks – cannot view restricted records
and files.
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Permission group name

Permission granted overview

Timetabler

Access to timesub-pageling functions.

3.7.2. Permissions report(s)
To aid the management of permissions, two reports are available. These reports allow you to
easily view what permissions are granted to which groups, and see which staff are allocated to
those groups.
1. Navigate to the Administration workspace
2. Click the Permission management page.
3. Click the Print button on the toolbar.
4. Click the required report.
5. Permission matrix, click the Permission matrix to produce a matrix with all groups and
permissions grated per group, including a description of all the permission abbreviations, and
6. Staff group membership, click the staff group membership to display a list of staff and which
group they have been assigned to.

7. Click the setting Click here to access your document.

8. A PDF document will generate.
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3.8. School Documents
3.8.1. School Documents Overview
The school documents page can be used to upload documents to share with students, parents
and/or staff. There is an option to setup categories to assist with managing the documents in the
repository.
3.8.2. Upload a document
1. Navigate to the Administration workspace.
2. Click the School documents page.
3. Click the Add Document button on the toolbar.
4. Enter a Document title.
5. Select a Document category.
6. Click the Add a file button, browse for and upload the required file.

7. Click Done.
8. Select whether the file should be available in SEQTA Learn and/or SEQTA Engage.
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4 Synchronisation
When an enrolment or school administration system like SchoolPro, Synergetic or MAZE is in use
in a school, that system is the “point of truth” for student enrolments, parent / guardian addresses,
medical alerts, custody alerts and so forth. In these cases, data is received from that “point of
truth” using a synchronisation process. In many cases, class timetable and enrolments are also
synchronised from an admin system.
Please note that the synchronisation process for each school is customised to their requirements.
Some items may be automatically synchronised at one school but manually synchronised at
another. The following systems can be synchronised automatically:

SchoolPro

Denbigh

MAZE

SEQTA

QUAD

TASS

Synergetic

PC School

SAS2000

Other systems need to be synchronised manually, this is a two-step process, step one is the
provisioning of files and step two is the synchronisation. Some of the systems that need to be
synchronised manually include:

SIS

EDSAS

Edval

Timetabler

If a student or staff code is changed in SchoolPro, MAZE, Synergetic or your school’s admin
system, remember that this code needs to be updated in SEQTA on the same day (before the
nightly synchronisation runs). If the code is not updated in SEQTA Teach, a duplicate record will
be created for that student or staff member. These updates are completed through the 'Students'
or 'Staff' components within Data management.

NOTE:
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If a school identifies duplicate records, contact the Helpdesk to see if the records can be merged.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Troubleshooting
Accessing past student records
Student records (status set to ‘FULL’) can be accessed through the normal Administration
workspace. Students who have left the school will have a status of ‘LEFT’ and the school can use
the Data Management page to temporarily set the student to a status of ‘FULL’ to access their
records.
Student data is never removed from the SEQTA database. As such, data can be viewed through
the SEQTA Teach interface, or through a database tool such as Aqua Data Studio or MyEclipse for
any student who has left the school at any time for the whole history of the school using SEQTA.
Slow server response
Report creation can sometimes require a lot of server resources, which means that other users
may see degraded performance. If a report needs to be run for a large number of students or for a
long time range, the requestor should consider breaking it into smaller sections or running it after
other users have gone home.
“Error 500” and other error codes
In some circumstances SEQTA Learn will display an error code. Many errors will also display
explanatory text. The “500” error can be generic, but it often means that the requested report or
function can’t be run because the database is not yet fully configured or the database does not
have any data for that report.

Appendix B: System and IT requirements
The school’s IT team needs to maintain the hardware, network infrastructure and supporting
systems (e.g. Active Directory)
SEQTA will maintain the database, software, operating system, and helpdesk services.
Access to the SEQTA Suite
The SEQTA Suite will be installed on the school network. It is up to the school whether to allow
the SEQTA products to be accessed from outside the school network.
Provisioning
The school’s IT team must provision the server (mostly virtual machine) on which the SEQTA Suite
is to reside. SEQTA will provide a file for the IT team to install on the server. This file contains the
operating system. The IT team will also set-up DNS entries, internal and external port access, and
other systems as necessary.
Backups
The school is responsible for ensuring that an appropriate backup method is in place. SEQTA will
provide the schools IT department with a backup of the SEQTA database in a location accessible
to the school (e.g. SMB share). It is the school’s responsibility to ensure that copies of the
database are backed up appropriately and stored in appropriate locations. Schools may choose to
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make a snapshot of the entire virtual appliance and SEQTA recommends this practice as it gives
the school full control of restoration in the case of a catastrophic failure.
NOTE:

SEQTA takes no responsibility for failure of backup processes.

Disaster recovery plans
SEQTA recommends that the school backup the virtual appliance, giving the school the control and
ability to restore service after a disaster. SEQTA can provide advice on best practice for disaster
recovery plans and will assist as much as practicable in the restoration of SEQTA web services in
the event of disaster.
Restoration of the system
The school is responsible for ensuring that an appropriate backup method is in place. SEQTA will
provide the school’s IT department with a backup of the SEQTA database and user files in a
location accessible to the school (e.g. SMB share). It is the school’s responsibility to ensure that
copies of the database are backed up and stored appropriately.
Schools may choose to make a backup of the entire virtual machine and SEQTA recommends this
practice as it gives the school full control of restoration in the case of a catastrophic failure.
Power outages
It is important to notify SEQTA of any scheduled maintenance that will require the SEQTA server to
be powered down. The SEQTA systems team can then perform the appropriate shutdown
procedure remotely at the scheduled time. If it is not possible to give SEQTA notice of such a
shutdown, your IT team may use the VM tools to perform a ‘soft’ shutdown of the server.
Database
SEQTA uses a PostgreSQL database. PostgreSQL is an enterprise-level database used by many
large companies including Apple, Fujitsu, Sun Microsystems, Cisco, Telstra, Optus, and
SourceForge.
By default, there is no access to the database, however SEQTA is able to grant read-only access
to the database in the event that tools such as Crystal Reports, Aqua Data Studio and MyEclipse
are being used by a school to connect to and query the database. There are also free tools
available to query PostgreSQL databases.

NOTE:

SEQTA makes no guarantee as to the stability of the database structure and may change the
database structure without warning (although we endeavour not to).

System updates and changes
Contact SEQTA at least two weeks in advance of any changes to IP addresses or server
infrastructure, e.g, movement of the server, new server, upgrade to admin software, certificate
expiry, etc. as it will affect the functionality and usability of the SEQTA Suite.
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Operating System
SEQTA runs an Ubuntu Linux operating system. The operating system is fully maintained by
SEQTA.
Virtual machine requirements for hosting
RAM

8GB

Hard disk space

500GB minimum

Processor

8-core preferred

Supported Hypervisors software

VMware
Citrix XenServer
Hyper-V

Remote access requirements
Outbound traffic (SEQTA server → internet)
Management VPN
Protocol

UDP

Target port

1194

Target host

123.176.112.125

Upon normal start up, the SEQTA server will initiate a routed OpenVPN connection using the
above details. The VPN connection is used for a range of tasks including:
•

Remote monitoring

•

Software installation

•

Helpdesk assistance

This OpenVPN server has been configured to use X509 certificates to essub-pagelish the SSL
encrypted connection.
Build VPN (on-site software installations only)
Protocol

UDP

Target port

1196

Target host

123.176.112.125

When an on-site software installation is being performed using the provided installation image, the
installation process on the SEQTA server will initiate a routed OpenVPN connection using the
above details.
Once the connection has been essub-pagelished, the installation process will utilise the connection
to send a notification to the implementation team. Upon receipt of this notification the
implementation team will use the connection to perform the configuration required to bring the
server to operational status.
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Inbound traffic (Internet → SEQTA server)
Backup management access
Protocol

TCP

Target port (on SEQTA server)

22 (SSH)

Source hosts

123.176.112.125
123.176.112.127
203.59.162.117

If the SEQTA server cannot be contacted via the management VPN it is necessary to use an SSH
connection to the server to assist in troubleshooting the problem.
The SSH service on the SEQTA server is configured to exclusively use key authentication so there
is a minimal (if not zero) chance of a brute force attacker gaining access. This risk is further
mitigated if access to the SSH service is restricted to the source hosts listed above.
Root access
The school’s IT department will not have root access. The SEQTA server is fully self-contained
and maintained. SEQTA actively monitors all schools’ servers and ensures that any issues are
remedied in a timely manner to ensure that end users have the best possible experience of the
software.
DNS
The standard DNS entries used by SEQTA are:
•

teach.DOMAIN

•

learn.DOMAIN

•

engage.DOMAIN

•

notices.DOMAIN

•

Kiosk.DOMAIN

•

tutor.DOMAIN

•

mobile.DOMAIN

Networking considerations
Currently the management and build VPN connections are hosted using the 10.60.0.0/16 subnet.
If this subnet will cause a conflict with local network settings, please contact SEQTA on 1300 4
SEQTA (1300 473 782) to discuss alternative connection options.
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Appendix C: Synchronisation for manual upload schools
School

SEQTA

SYS

student.txt
class.txt

Timetabler
TT

SEQTA
system staff

Permanent

TA

Temp

SYSUI

SEQTA VM

The steps for a manual file upload are explained in the Uploading timetable export files to Sync
UI document in the SEQTA Teach help pages.
A manual update will require the import files exported from Timetabler. The TT export files
(detailed by the schools) needs to be uploaded using Sync UI. These files are uploaded to the
staging database and a cronjob that runs at midnight will upload the files to the SEQTA database.
For any enquiries contact helpdesk@seqta.com.au.
The files generally include the following data:
•

Classes

•

Subjects

•

Teacher’s Timetable

•

Student’s Timetable

You can drag and drop the uploaded files, approve, submit and check the status of these TT files.

Appendix D: List of error codes
Code source

Code

HTTP
Standard

202
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Code name

Description
The request has been accepted for processing, but
the processing has not been completed. The
request might or might not eventually be acted
upon, as it might be disallowed when processing
actually takes place.

400

Code 400: Bad
request

An error occurred whilst communicating with the
server. Please try again. If this problem persists,
seek technical assistance.

401

Code 401:
Unauthorised

You are not authorised to view this resource. If you
believe you are seeing this message in error, seek
technical assistance.

403

Code 403:
Forbidden

You are not authorised to view this resource. If you
believe you are seeing this message in error, seek
technical assistance.
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Code source

SEQTA
General

SEQTA
Report
generation
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Code

Code name

Description

404

Code 404: Not
found

An error occurred whilst communicating with the
server. Please try again. If this problem persists,
seek technical assistance.

405

Code 405:
Method not
allowed

An error occurred whilst communicating with the
server. Please try again. If this problem persists,
seek technical assistance.

406

code 406: Not
acceptable

The file you are attempting to upload is of the wrong
type. (The following types are acceptable: ... )

408

Code 408:
Request timeout

Your request is taking too long to process. Check
your network connection and try again in 5 minutes.
If this problem persists, seek technical assistance.

413

Code 413:
Request too
large

The file you are attempting to upload is too large.
Files may only be up to 32MB in size.

500

Code 500:
Internal server
error

An error occurred whilst communicating with the
server. Please wait 5 minutes and try again. If this
problem persists, seek technical assistance.

503

Code 503:
Service
unavailable

An error occurred whilst communicating with the
server. Please wait 5 minutes and try again. If this
persists, contact the Service Desk.

550

Code 550:
Constraint
violation

Your request could not be completed as it would
violate a constraint in the database. Please check
the parameters of your request and try again.

551

Code 551:
Foreign key
violation

Your request could not be completed as it would
violate a foreign key constraint in the database.
Please check the parameters of your request and
try again.

552

Code 552:
Primary key
violation

Your request could not be completed as it would
violate a primary key constraint in the database.
Please check the parameters of your request and
try again.

560

Code 560: No
results found

No data matching the criteria you specified was
found. Try reducing the restrictions you have on the
data; for example, widen the date range or include
more students.
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Code source

SEQTA
Forums

Code

Code name

Description

561

Code 561: Error
generating PDF

Although there may be data that matches the
criteria you specified, an error was encountered
whilst generating your report. Try reducing the
restrictions you have on the data; if the problem
persists, seek technical assistance.

562

Code 562:
Timed out

The report you requested is taking too long to
generate. Please increase the restrictions you have
on the data; for example, narrow the date range or
include fewer students.

570

Code 570:
Posting
disallowed

You cannot post to this forum. The forum may have
been closed, or you may have been banned from
this forum.

Code 1000: No
syllabus content

The report you attempted to print is designed to
show coverage of syllabus content. You will need to
add syllabus content to your programme to be able
to print this report.

1001

Code 1001: No
classes
specified

You haven't specified any classes for this operation.

1100

Code 1100: No
students found

There are no students in the classes you've
selected. You may need to contact your school
administrators to ensure that students have been
added to your classes.

1101

Code 1101: No
You have not selected any classes to display.
classes selected Please select at least one class.

1102

Code 1102:
Illegal argument

1103

Code 1103:
An error occurred processing your attendance
Error processing solution. Please double-check your selections and
solution
try again in a few moments. If the problem persists,
seek technical assistance.

1110

Code 1110:
Duplicate
attendance
code

1111

Code 1111:
The label you've entered is already in use. Please
Duplicate
ensure that you use a unique label.
attendance label

SEQTA
1000
Programming

SEQTA
Attendance
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One or more of the parameters you provided is
invalid. Please double-check your selections.

The code you've entered is already in use. Please
ensure that you use a unique code.
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Code source

Code

Code name

Description

SEQTA
Timetable

1200

Code 1200: No
classes found

There are no classes in the date range you've
selected. You may need to contact your school
administrators to ensure the timetable have been
rolled out.

Appendix E: Glossary of Abbreviations
The following table lists abbreviations which are occasionally used in the SEQTA Suite, and in
relation to the infrastructure supporting a school’s implementation of the software.
Abbreviation

Full name

Description

AD

Active Directory

Microsoft Active Directory is a centralised and
standardised system that automates network
management of user data, security, and distributed
resources, and enables interoperation with other
directories.

Apache

Apache software

Apache enables a computer to host websites that
can be accessed over the Internet using a Web
browser. With SEQTA Teach it is also used for
authentication where there is a Directory Service in
use.

Credentials

Username and
password

The username and password that authenticates the
user and authorises what they have permission to
access.

Direqt message Direqt message

A method of communication that operates entirely
within the SEQTA Suite.

DNS

Domain Name Services

System IT process that records and converts URLs
from word to IP numbers.

HC

Health Centre

The page of the software where incidents relating to
student injury or health are managed, including
visits to sick bay.

Novell NetWare

Novell directory service

NetWare network server operating system. It
provides network management of user data,
security, and distributed resources with a consistent
interface that is independent of the actual hardware
used to transmit messages.

Ntc

Notices

Announcements which can be used to broadcast
information to staff and/or students, including
visibility through SEQTA Learn and SEQTA
Engage.

PDF

Portable document
format

A type of file that is usually used for delivery of text
and graphical information. Not meant to be edited.

POC

Point of contact

A point of contact or single point of contact (SPOC)
is a person or department serving as coordinator of
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Abbreviation

Full name

Description
information concerning a specific activity required
for the optimal use of the SEQTA Suite.

Report engine

Report engine

Software and techniques used by SEQTA to
facilitate the conversion of data in the Marks book
to the final Academic report

SEC

School Education
Contact

A member of the school staff that has authority to
request changes to SEQTA Teach by SEQTA.
They need to be someone with an understanding of
all aspects of the school’s educational environment
including policy, procedures, curriculum and use of
IT in the classroom. They should ideally have an
excellent understanding of the features and use of
the SEQTA Suite.

SEQTA

Company or suite of
applications

The company OR the suite of applications,
including SEQTA Teach, SEQTA Learn and
SEQTA Engage, SEQTA Tutor and SEQTA Mobile

SEQTA
Administrator

SEQTA administrator

The school staff member with the highest level of
access OR a permission level within SEQTA Teach
that has complete control over all school level
settings.

SEQTA Engage

Parent / guardian portal

A component of the SEQTA Suite that gives parent
/ guardians access to a view of SEQTA Teach.

SEQTA Learn

Student portal

A component of the SEQTA Suite that gives
students access to a view of SEQTA Teach.

SEQTA Mobile

Mobile attendance
component

SEQTA Mobile is a web link for taking attendance
only for teachers using a mobile phone.

SEQTA Teach

Teacher and school
staff’s user interface

A primary component of SEQTA Suite that gives
teachers access to the teacher’ timetable,
attendance lists, subject programmes, lessons,
assessments and reports, as well as providing tools
for the management of attendance and other school
processes.

SEQTA Tutor

SEQTA Tutor

SETQA Tutor, a component of SEQTA Suite that
allows music, drama and other peripatetic tutors to
schedule their tutorials and pass attendance
information easily back to the school attendance
officers.

Severity 1

Interruption to the
school’s SEQTA access

An interruption to the school’s access to their
instance of SEQTA Teach, which strongly impacts
on their ability to use the software. It is fully defined
in the Contract. Severity 1 incidents after hours
should be reported to the school’s SRM.
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Abbreviation

Full name

Description

SIP

Student information
panel

Student information panel

SRM

School Relationship
Manager (SRM)

An employee of SEQTA who is the primary liaison
between the school and SEQTA. Each school will
have an SRM appointed to them.

STC

School Technical
contact

An IT administrator who has a good understanding
of the school’s network, computer hardware and
infrastructure, and software environments. They
are usually a member of the school staff but in
some cases they may be an external contractor.

Sts

Student plans

Student plans are assigned to a student to assist
staff in meeting that student’s needs. Types of plan
include “medical plans”, “learning plans”, as well as
customised plans.

STU

Permissions: requires
access to general
administrative tasks.

A staff user who has been registered as a student.
An Account user that has permission as a student
on the system to use predefined functionality via
the SEQTA Learn user interface.

S1/S2

Semester 1/2

Semester with the numeric referring to the 1st or
2nd semester in the year

STATS

Permissions: requires
general teacher access
plus rights to view
restricted files and
records.

Non Government Schools Student Attendance
System

Synchronised
school

Synchronised
administration system

A school that uses software other than SEQTA
Teach for student and parent / guardian data,
enrolments, medical information, timetable, etc.
Examples of other software for these purposes are
MAZE, Synergetic, PCSchool, SIS, Timetabler, etc.
With a synchronised school, the software used for
enrolments will be considered to be the “point of
truth” and the SEQTA Suite will be synchronised to
that software. Conversely, a “non-synchronised”
school uses SEQTA Teach for school admin
purposes, such as timetable, class creation, student
and guardian demographics, etc.

Fed STATS

Fed STATS

The Federal STATS report is due in the first week
of August. This report replaces the DEEWR report.

T1/T2/T3

Term 1/Term2/Term3

Term with the numeric referring to the 1st, 2nd or
3rd term.
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Abbreviation

Full name

Description

TT

Timetable

Any schedule or plan designating the times at or
within which certain lessons/tasks/classes occur or
are scheduled to occur.

WISP

Web integrated
submission platform

A content creation tool used by students in SEQTA
Learn. Students can create dynamic web-rich
assessments using the SEQTA content editor
(including macro and insert tools) to submit
assessments to teachers via the marks book.
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Training survey
We would appreciate feedback regarding your personal experience during the SPS Training
Session and will use this information constructively to continually improve our offering. The
purpose of this survey is to gain the correct opinions regarding our Training Session offering.

Date:
Name:
School:
Course: QSYS101 – Introduction to Systems Administration

1.

The room set up was appropriate for the training/workshop/event.

2.

The course training material was valuable and sufficiently detailed.

3.

The trainer demonstrated a thorough knowledge of the SEQTA Suite.

4.

The trainer presented information in a clear and organised manner.

5.

The trainer was responsive to questions and comments.

6.

The overall quality of the training was good.

7.

List two things you have learned from this course.

8.

Do you have any other feedback you would like to provide, including suggestions for next
time?

9.

May your comments and/or suggestions, name and school’s name be
used on our marketing material or our website?

Yes

No

10.

Would you recommend us for future training?

Yes

No

11.

Would you like to receive notification of future training?

Yes

No

12.

Would you like information regarding certification on the SEQTA Suite?

Yes

No
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Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

As an expression of your experience, please rate the following:

Strongly Disagree

Trainer:
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